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Learning Objectives





Know the strategic necessity of establishing a Dynamo community
Learn how to set up a platform for sharing Dynamo scripts from a technical
standpoint
Know how to establish metrics for measuring uptake on Dynamo and Automation
Do's and don'ts and key takeaways from establishing a plattform and community in
a large company.

Description
The global engineering services market is expected to grow by 8% on an annual average basis
in the next 5 years (Mordor Intelligence). To meet this goal, automation is key to deliver better
and more projects, with fewer errors and in less time. Sweco is Europe’s leading design
consultancy operating in over 13 countries and 17500 employees. In this class, we will present
how Sweco has scaled the adoption of Dynamo and improved the collaboration across
countries with the assistance of Autodesk Consulting. We will present the reasons why
establishing that kind of infrastructure makes sense in a global company, but also the how.
Whether you’re an experienced business leader in AEC seeking strategic advice or a Dynamo
savvy “techie” looking for ways to scale Dynamo adoption, this session will suit the both of you.

Speaker(s)
Jostein Olsen is a BIM-specialist and structural engineer working for Sweco
Norway AS. In Sweco, with a small stay at Bad Monkeys, he has gathered 14
years of experience in the AEC industry working on everything from small
scale industrial projects to large infrastructure projects and even software
development. He has a wide experience with practical BIM workflows and
has dug deep into the wonderful world of programming. He has a passion for
finding the practical middle ground between the BIM-idealists and the more
conservative forces in the industry and thinks parametric modelling software
and programming is closing that gap.
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Introduction
To hold anything up, a building, a bridge, a company you need pillars. Something to rely on. In
my company there’s 4. 4 pillars. 4 pillars of operational excellence if you wish.

I could talk to great lengths about all of them, but I want to highlight one of them here for you.
The reason is because it is so tightly knit into all the things I am going to describe in this
handout. The one I’m referring to is:

Decentral.
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One of the pillars of my company is to be decentral. It the key to our existence even. The
reason, stripped it down to its essence, is because we’re close to our customers. That’s
essentially how we make money, and thus continue to thrive and drive the world forward.
First, what company do we even speak of?
It’s this one. Sweco.

We like to pride ourselves that we are Europe’s leading architecture and engineering company.
And if you’re interested in this stuff, I can mention that we are well above 17.000 employees.
Lots of markets and we earn money as well, I guess that’s good, right?
Being decentral is good for business apparently, but it provides us with a challenge as well.
How the heck do we scale automation in a decentralized organization?
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So, in this handout I’m going to describe both some Strategic Tips and Tricks, but also give you
the dirty tactics of how we scale Automation with Dynamo in Sweco.
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Strategic Tips and Tricks
First of all, I want to give you all some tips and tricks in the strategic thinking in scaling
automation in a big organization like Sweco.

Proper Mandate
First tip is to have a proper mandate.
It’s barely even a tip, It is so cliche, but I can’t stress enough
how important it is to have a proper mandate for implementing
automation, or really any kind of digital initiatives, at scale.
This is especially true in a decentral organization like Sweco,
where a lot of organizational power sits out in the different
Business Areas. If you want to succeed on heightening
Automation and other digital initiatives in your organization,
you will have to have a designated mandate.
If this is treated lightly by the C-level executives, it will fail, I
promise.




Clear mandate
Allocated resources
Paint a clear picture for everyone how things are going to be governed.
Sounds easy, but is extremely hard. And without it you will have a lot less forward
momentum. Thus, one of the first things to get in order is to establish this mandate and
make sure everyone is aware of it.
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Don’t Underestimate Communities
The second one is: Don’t underestimate communities.
Or horizontal alignment if you want to use management talk.
In a decentral organization like ours, there is always at least three forces or vectors if you wish
working on any given employee, Team, or BA etc.

First one is the vertical vector. The orange vector in the image above. The responsibilities that
you as a person or as a team have to the chain of command. Economy reporting, controlleroriented stuff. That’s always pulling on people’s attention right. «I need your billables, NOW»
you know the drill probably.
Second one, which is the biggest vector in an AEC consultancy is the external Vector. Our
obligations to external clients, our projects and so on.
And lastly, the blue vector, is where we can really get value out of being a big company or a big
organization, the horizontal alignment to our organization. Our obligations and connection to
other colleagues, to other teams and so on.
Now usually, what happens is that the external vector drags us away from doing any internal
work cross border or cross BA. Reason being it hurts our billables.
BUT, I can guarantee you, if you spend some centralized hard earned overhead money on
building communities that focuses on that internal vector it will help business. Even if you flip it,
the costs not knowing is immense. Who can I ask about Dynamo in my company, where can I
find template files, who can I ask when s*** really hits the fan? This internal vector happens to a
degree anyways, but with some central fertilizing it is really going to make a change.
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One quick example is a bridge project we did at Sweco. Randselva bridge.

It started almost out of the blue. Some colleagues of mine got some resources to get together
cross border, and be nerdy basically, doing visual programming and stuff.
And it was funded by the organization, you know a little fertilizing, and later this start event
spurred on a community of likeminded people and then that team ended up with designing a
bridge using all that shared knowledge that won multiple awards for being innovative. They got
lot of response and PR for the project and all the stakeholders. Win win for everyone, right!
Just because someone in charge spent a little fertilizer money on it early on. Imagine if they got
NO there instead. Maybe something would have happened, maybe not.
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Leveled Approach to Scaling Automation
The next tip is a little bit different. It’s more a way for categorizing different initiatives and how to
govern them. Both for scaling automation, but also other digital initiatives.
And It is a 4-part approach. So, let us take design automation as a case here now, since most of
you are familiar with that ecosystem, meaning I’m not going to talk about automation initiatives
on travel expenses and stuff like that, right now, but more automation within the design
ecosystem. If that makes sense. Hopefully it does.
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Foundation
So, starting at the bottom with the foundation. To scale
automation, it is essential that you have a good foundation.
We cannot build all our tools as engineers and architects
from scratch, we need a vetted and solid portfolio of software
platforms that can serve as a basis for both our revenue, but
also for spurring other automation initiatives forward.
This means licensing agreements with Autodesk for instance,
Microsoft Office tools, other Backoffice systems. It means
having templates in place, etc.
Once you have that in place you can build on that.

Level 1: Tactical Automation
This is where you’ll find tactical automation. It can be
Dynamo, GH, Python, Power automate etc. Automation
workflows that sit right in our project. For instance, Dynamo
to automate sheet creation in Revit.
The point is. It is tactical. It’s highly bespoke.
We COULD build a big system for dealing with Dynamo
scripts, and so on, but in our experience, the real value,
where a central organization can get the most in return for
their investment is by focusing on




building communities
providing a toolbox for those communities
Do metrics on that community

I’ll show you an example of this later.
The reason is that maintaining a centralized approach to maintaining scripts, making
sure it is quality checked etc. is very resource intensive.
I’m not saying it is wrong, but on this level things will always shift around. So, if an
automation initiative is recognized to be on this level, we should focus on developing a
thriving community that freely shares with each other and making sure they have
resources to do so. And of course, backed in a real, solid mandate to make sure we
always know which tools we should prioritize and focus on at any given time.
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Level 2: Software Development
The second level is more developed software
initiatives.
An example in this context could be: Add-ins in
Revit, you know proper automation tools.
And on this level, it is also important with
communities etc., but it we also need an additional
layer of professionalism when it comes to software
development. We need testing, we need proper
debugging tools, we need to have repositories,
deployment strategies etc.
The reason is that this level scales beyond Level 1
and will probably be used by more people. From a Risk mitigation perspective, it also
necessary to as much as possible avoid personal dependencies.
Meaning, that Frank who sits in a Geotechnical Services Team in Norway and have built
this amazing Rock validation tool from scratch should have a proper governance model
in place so that his code is traceable, centralized, and quality assured so that if Frank
quits, we still have a codebase possible to maintain for others and we don’t lose that
knowledge as easy.
Essentially, initiatives on this level require you as a company to commit properly. And it’s
really a strategic decision, do you as a non-Software company want to deal with this kind
of work?
If yes, build the proper Developer Environment, otherwise, buy software from
somewhere else.
And just my two cents, if you don’t do this as an AEC company in 10 years’ time, I think
you will find the world a hard place to be.
Additionally, it will make you more prepped for actually DO buy software from third
parties as well, because you have the necessary procurement competence in house.
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Level 3: To The Future!
The third level I’ll just briefly touch, but it is
initiatives that is on the forefront of innovation
and that will guide us into the future.
It can represent new business models and new
oppurtunities.
Either way it represents great marketing
material both internally and externally and it
may also attract talent from other places.

So in short, what the mandating body together with C-levels should focus on in scaling
automation is how do we choose to spend resources between all of these.

What kind of profile do we want and need?

Ok, so let’s try to zoom in a bit.
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A Tactical Story
In this chapter I’ll introduce a little adventure we did on one of the
the tactical level initiatives. On level 1 in our little hierarchy.
First, we identified a wish in our organisation to take a leap when
it comes to Dynamo, which is very much a Level 1 automation
tool. We were a bit short staffed internally to do it ourselves, so
we made good use of our deal with Autodesk and got hold of
Autodesk Consulting. More specifically we got the hero of our little
story:

Raquel Bascones Recio. She helped us with training, she put in an extensive effort on
governance model, template files, processes and helped us immensely.
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Additionally, we got a hold of some internal resources from IT and the organization. And
together we set out to really push the uptake of Dynamo in Sweco.
So, what we focused on were exactly the same as previously shown.
On this level we wanted to go for
 Community building, with training and a plattform for doing
community building on.
 Getting metrics in place to assist both the community itself
and measure KPIs etc.
 Lastly a toolbox on top of the plattform to help our
decentralised company build the community around an
important automation tool.

Training
So first off, we did some training sessions in cross countries because to
upskill themselves. Again, starting to build a community.
This was a great example on where using Autodesk consulting makes
the most sense, since we can keep our best Dynamo people in
production, while also educating newcomers.

Creating a Platform
The next thing we did, was to build a platform to make it as easy as
possible to build a community.
We landed on Teams in combination with Sharepoint. This was one of
many options, but we landed on that partly because it’s “there”,
everyone has immediate access, no third party vendor involved etc. And
also because we have Level 2 compentance for building new
capabilities on top of this system. We found it to cover a lot of ground for building a
community: a forum to ask questions, Documents on the governance and so on.
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Dashboards
Moving on to metrics, and also I guess on the more technical side, we
used internal competance in Sweco Finland to build a View extension
for Dynamo combined with PowerBI integration in Teams that lets us
track usage across all countries.
Without this we wouldnt have any real possibilities to introduce KPI’s
either if we wish to do so. This makes everything more tangible across
a decentral company on a level 1 initiative.
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Template
Over to our toolbox, we created some helpful tools to assist the
employees using Dynamo. First thing was a Dynamo Template based
on Autodesks proposal.
One cool thing we did is that we incoroporated text tags in the script so
we can track data upon uploading a script to sharepoint and convert it
to metadata. So upon uploading a script all of this will be automated.
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Repository
In addition to the template we also did build a repository for scripts using sharepoint and
incoroporated that in the Teams site.

While this was not the top prioritized task on a level 1 initiative it provides the means
necessary to easily share and consume scripts that the rest of the organization have
already produced.
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In addition, we created a “Request script” page to better connect the consumers of
scripts and the creators
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Future Development
Since we have other initiatives on Level 1 as well, we want to further develop the
platform for Dynamo in the future as well.
As the one we have for Rhino/Grasshopper where we have automated package updates
and have done a lot of our own functionality in terms of custom components
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